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ABSTRACT

We develop a mathemati al model within a game theoreti al framework for variable rate real time traÆ at a
bottlene k node. We address not only the ow ontrol problem, but also pri ing and allo ation of a single resour e
among users. A distributed, end-to-end ow ontrol is proposed by introdu ing a ost fun tion, de ned as the
di eren e of pri ing and utility fun tions. For two di erent utility fun tions, there exists a unique Nash equilibrium
in the underlying game. The paper also introdu es three distributed update algorithms, parallel, random and gradient
update, whi h are globally stable under reasonable onditions. The onvergen e properties and robustness of ea h
algorithm are studied through extensive simulations.
Keywords: Flow ontrol, game theory, real time traÆ , Nash equilibrium, pri ing, resour e allo ation
1. INTRODUCTION

The ow ontrol me hanisms of the urrent Internet, implemented in TCP provide distributed, end-to-end ongestion
ontrol for the internet traÆ . TCP was spe i ally designed to provide reliable, best-e ort type traÆ over an
unreliable internetwork. Evolution of the Internet over time, however, has resulted in a network whi h tries to meet
very di erent needs, in ontrast with the original design goals. Implementation of RTT (Real Time TraÆ ) on the
Internet for new appli ations like VoIP (Voi e Over IP) or video onferen ing is one su h example. Pri ing of the
network resour es and harging the users in proportion with their usage is another hallenge. Internet is no longer
a small, spe ial ommunity as it used to be, and there is an emerging need for additional me hanisms to ensure fair
allo ation of network resour es among the users. A hieving these goals is only possible with new ongestion and ow
ontrol me hanisms. The implementation of RTT requires ertain QoS guarantees in a best-e ort type network, to
ensure the ne essary minimum ow rate for possible appli ations.
There is ongoing e ort for improving and modifying the ow ontrol me hanisms of TCP to satisfy the needs of
the urrent Internet. Most of the literature in this area is on entrated on ontrolling the best-e ort type traÆ ,
where several di erent approa hes have been used. These methods an be divided into three groups. The rst
approa h is a entralized one, where the ow of ea h user is regulated separately by the network. Su h a entralized
approa h is not in line with the distributed philosophy of the Internet, whi h is more widely a knowledged. A se ond
approa h is to provide in entives for end users to support the ontinued use of end-to-end ongestion ontrol, similar
to the urrent me hanism. This an be a hieved via poli ing methods, where those users who do not adapt their
ows in the ase of a ongestion are ategorized as unresponsive and punished by the network. The third approa h
is one of the most popular approa hes, be ause of the fa t that it addresses not only ongestion ontrol problem, but
also pri ing and fairness issues. The basi prin iple here is to provide spe i pri ing me hanisms to end users and
to let them adjust their ow rates a ordingly. The re ent work of Kelly et al. on shadow pri es and proportional
fairness is an example for this type of approa h. Using a feedba k me hanism based on shadow pri es, one an
a hieve stability and optimal usage of network resour es. Fairness has been de ned in this work in the proportional
sense, whi h is a relaxed form of lassi al min-max fairness.
Game theory provides a natural framework for developing similar pri ing me hanisms to solve rate ontrol, fairness
and even routing problems. An appropriate solution on ept here is the non ooperative Nash equilibrium. In this
approa h, a distributed, non ooperative network game is de ned, where ea h user tries to minimize a spe i ost
fun tion by adjusting his ow rate, with the remaining users' ows xed. Internet, with its users of ompletely
antagonisti nature in terms of their demand for bandwidth, justi es the use of a non ooperative game theoreti
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framework. A se ond major advantage of the game theoreti al approa h omes from the fa t that it provides a
distributed solution in nature, i.e. it does not propose a entral ontrol for the network, and this is in a ordan e
with today's Internet, as well as future trends of de entralized omputing. As an example for addressing the ow
ontrol problem in a game theoreti framework, we an ite Altman and Basar, who show that if an appropriate
ost fun tion and pri ing me hanism are used, one an nd an eÆ ient Nash equilibrium for a multiuser network,
whi h is further stable under di erent update algorithms.
All the approa hes mentioned above assume highly elasti , best e ort type traÆ . Many appli ations reating
su h traÆ , like FTP, e-mail, et . are immune to delays and even to interruptions in ommuni ation. Implementation
of RTT, however, requires QoS guarantees like a minimum ow rate and a maximum delay as well as traÆ of low
elasti ity. In this type of traÆ , users annot de rease their ow rates below a ertain threshold without seriously
disturbing the ommuni ation of the higher layer appli ation. In ase of a VoIP appli ation, for example, de reasing
the ow rate below ertain limits auses undesirable interruptions in the telephone all.
To a ommodate these types of requirements, we propose in this paper a distributed ow ontrol me hanism that
makes real time internet traÆ of low elasti ity possible. While giving the users negotiable QoS guarantees ne essary
for urrent appli ations, a network problem ast in a non ooperative game theoreti framework provides ex ess ow
of elasti nature, in addition to the guaranteed minimum ow. Hen e, exibility of the system is improved, by taking
into a ount any possible future appli ations. The admission ontrol me hanism we onsider limits the number of
users a ording to the available bandwidth. For traÆ types requiring ertain QoS levels, implementation of an
admission ontrol s heme is a natural solution. The ost fun tion we adopt onsists of pri ing and utility fun tions,
and also in ludes utility parameters, des ribing the user's demand for ex ess bandwidth, and network adjustable
pri ing parameters to ensure stability of the equilibrium.
The proposed ontrol s heme has two distin t parts. The rst part onsists of users and edge routers, and provides
the interfa e between users and the rest of the network. Edge routers, whi h we will also refer to as `network', are
responsible for pri ing the users by adjusting the parameters in ost fun tions, poli ing of mali ious users, and se urity
issues. The admission me hanism and QoS guarantees are also within the fun tions of the network. The se ond
part of the me hanism is a distributed end-to-end ontrol system, where users adjust their ex ess ows a ording to
their needs but also by taking into a ount the state of the network. The ne essary in entive is reated for users by
the pri ing me hanism based on the adopted ost fun tions. An inherent feedba k me hanism in the ost fun tions
ensures that the users get the basi information about the state of the network. The non ooperative game theoreti al
framework provides equilibrium onditions for the system and most importantly, the market stru ture, where supply
and demand for bandwidth determines the allo ation of network resour es and pri es. Fairness in the network is
established in su h a way that the users who are willing to pay more for resour es than others at any instant re eive a
larger proportion of the resour es. A basi assumption we make is the rationality of the users, whi h an be justi ed
by the fa t that the term `user' generally stands for a omputer program whi h determines the ow rate in real time
based on given parameters. Although some parameters might be adjusted dire tly by an individual person, it is
very natural to assume that the program itself is inherently rational. This assumption removes many ompli ations
en ountered in game theory, su h as probability of irrational behavior by individual players.
There exist already several well established and extensively studied ommuni ation systems with admission ontrol
and xed ow rates with PSTN (Publi Swit hed Telephone Network) being the lassi al example. For this reason, we
will fo us more on the se ond part of the me hanism: distributed end-to-end ontrol of ex ess ow, whi h is elasti ,
in a game theoreti al framework, giving the system a signi ant amount of exibility. One of the major advantages
of our me hanism lies in the fa t that it handles all types of traÆ from zero to medium elasti ity, depending on the
needs of the user. It an be onsidered as a ombination of CBR and ABR servi es in the ATM terminology.
In the next se tion, we provide a des ription of the proposed model, and in se tion 3 we introdu e a unique Nash
equilibrium. In se tion 4, we investigate various update algorithms and establish stability onditions. Simulation
results are presented in se tion 5. Due to spa e limitations, we have left out the proofs of most of the results, whi h
an however be found in the longer version of the paper, available from the authors.
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2. THE MODEL AND THE COST FUNCTION

We onsider a bottlene k node in a generalthnetwork topology, with a ertain level, C , of available bandwidth, whi h
is shared by N users or onne tions. The i user's ow rate i onsists of two parts: The guaranteed minimum ow
rate, i;min , and the variable ex ess ow rate, xi , de ned as the di eren e of the total ow and the minimum ow:

= i i;min. The guaranteed ow rate, i;min , is negotiated between the user and the network at the time of the
onne tion setup and remains onstant thereafter. It plays a ru ial role in meeting the QoS requirements ne essary
for real time traÆ types. The problem of giving users guarantees for their requested minimum ows while preserving
the network resour es at the same time, bounded by the maximum available bandwidth C at the bottlene k node,
an be solved with the aid of an admission ontrol me hanism.
The proposed admission ontrol s heme is market based and has a ost and pri ing stru ture. Although it an
be ompared with lassi al all blo king s hemes, modeled often as M=M=s=s queues in ir uit swit hing, it di ers
in many respe ts and has several advantages. In this s heme, a new j th user, j = N + 1, requesting a minimum ow
rate, j;min , determines itself whether to initiate a session or not, under the admission pri ing fun tion:

xi

1

(2.1)
(j;min + PNi i )
The onstant kadm is determined by the network for pri ing purposes. The denominator term C (j;min + PNi i )
is responsible for setting the pri e of the resour e, in this ase the bandwidth, dire tly proportional to the total
demand. The ex hange is given the right of denying the user the requested servi e if the pri e is higher than a
ertain maximum threshold value. The me hanism results in a `soft' all blo king s heme, where the de ision of
whether or not to blo k a all is taken not only by the network side, but also by the user, depending on the demand
of the parti ular user for the bandwidth at that instant. At the same time, the network resour es are prevented from
going down to dangerously low levels in ase of a ongestion.
The guaranteed ow rate, i;min , despite its ne essity for real time appli ations, is inherently in exible. On e
the user negotiates with the network at the beginning of the onne tion and is admitted to the system, the terms
annot be hanged during the onne tion. It is on eivable, however, that there might exist appli ations whi h would
demand additional bandwidth during the ourse of the onne tion. In order to add this exibility to the system, we
onsider here a network game, in whi h the ith user an regulate his ex ess ow, xi . We note that the ex ess ow
rate is elasti in nature, i.e. it has no QoS guarantees and is bounded above by the total available ex ess bandwidth,
m. This is the remaining available bandwidth after all guaranteed minimum ows are subtra ted from the total
apa ity: m = C PNi i;min .
The proposed admission s heme for minimum ow rate, in spite of its di eren es, an be implemented similarly to
lassi al admission s hemes. Therefore, we will fo us here on the ex ess elasti ow part of the model. The network
game is de ned at the bottlene k node, using a spe i ost fun tion and a totally distributed ontrol s heme, where
end users adjust their ow rates themselves. Consistent with the assumption of rationality, users minimize their
osts, determined by their ost fun tion. Overall ontrol of the network is a hieved through setting the pri ing
parameter and adjusting the maximum available apa ity, C , whi h does not have to be the real physi al apa ity.
Another fun tion of the network is that it dete ts and limits unresponsive ows in the ase of users with mali ious
intentions. Ea h user may enter the network game for ex ess bandwidth and minimizes its ost by regulating its
ex ess ow rate, xi , after its onstant ow rate, i;min , is determined. A natural minimum for the ase where the
user has no demand for ex ess bandwidth is xi = 0 or i = i;min . The intuitive explanation for this is that the user
is ompletely satis ed with the pre-negotiated onstant ow i;min . Then, su h a user does not need to enter the
network game at all. Ex luding su h users from the network game simpli es the analysis. As a result, the number of
users in the network game, M , an be less than the total number of users, N , or M  N . The remaining available
bandwidth, m, is adjusted a ordingly.
The ost fun tion for the users entering the game is de ned as the di eren e between the pri ing and the utility
fun tions. This ost fun tion not only sets the dynami pri es, but also aptures the demand of a user for bandwidth.
The rst term of the ost fun tion, pri ing fun tion, is de ned as follows:
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(2.2)

Here,  is the total ow of all users:  = i +  i , where  i is the sum of the ows of all users ex ept the ith one,
and ki  0; li  0 are pri ing parameters determined by the network. Noti e that li an be onsidered as the xed
pri e the user pays for the guaranteed bandwidth i;min . The pri e value of this parameter is, however, not that
important, sin e it does not a e t the optimal ow rate of the user. The pri ing term not only sets the a tual pri e,

but also has the regulatory fun tion of giving the user a feedba k about the network status via the denominator
term C . In queueing systems this term is generally interpreted as the delay. In this ontext, however, it has a
feedba k fun tionality. As the sum of ows of users approa h the apa ity C , the denominator approa hes zero, and
hen e the pri e in reases without bound. This preserves the network resour es by for ing the users to de rease their
elasti ows. Con urrently, a proportional relationship between demand and pri e is obtained, whi h ensures that
the pri es are set a ording to market for es.
The se ond part of the ost fun tion, the utility fun tion Ui , quanti es the user's utility for having the bandwidth
and aptures to some extent the `human fa tor'. Although it annot be exa tly known to the network, some statisti al
estimates an be olle ted, taking into a ount habits of spe i type of a user over a ertain time period. A reasonable
assumption is to de ne it as stri tly on ave for elasti ows. As widely used and a epted in e onomi s, a logarithmi
fun tion an be hosen as the best approximation to the utility fun tion of the user in this ase.
In order to apture the properties of real time traÆ to the fullest extent, Ui, the utility of the ith user is examined
in two parts: The ex ess utility fun tion, Uie, de ned in terms of the ex ess ow rate, xi  0, quanti es the user's
demand for ex ess bandwidth. On the other hand, the utility for the region xi < 0 is des ribed with either a stri tly
onvex fun tion whi h models the requirements of the real time traÆ from the user's point of view or a zero fun tion.
In both ases, if the user's ow rate is less than the guaranteed ow rate, i;min , the general utility drops fast to
zero. Having more than the minimum rate on the other hand, might not in rease the utility when the user has no
demand for ex ess bandwidth. In this ase, the utility fun tion Ui is either a simple step fun tion or stri tly onvex
in the region i < i;min and Uie is a onstant. In a ordan e with the previous dis ussion, we ex lude su h users
from the network game.
For the ase where the user demands ex ess bandwidth, the utility fun tion Ui is formulated in the general form,
with the aid of ex ess utility, Uie:
 e
Ui (xi );
i  i;min
Ui (i ) =
(2.3)
f (i );
i < i;min
where f (i ) is either stri tly onvex and in reasing or zero in the limiting ase. Due to the nature of RTT, f (i )
is bounded above by a onstant di , implying the utility obtained from the minimum ow i;min . Additionally, we
assume Ui to be ontinuous, unless f (i ) is zero. Under the assumption of logarithmi utility, a possible realisti
utility fun tion for a user demanding ex ess ow an be de ned in terms of xi :
e
Ui (xi ) = ln(1 + xi ) + di ; xi  0 8i;
(2.4)
Based on the given pri ing and utility fun tions, the ost fun tion is simply P U . In other words, the ow rate of
a user results from the intera tion between pri e and demand in terms of ex ess ow:
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where ei  lii;min di ; is a onstant and has no e e t in the optimization pro ess. The same ost fun tion for the
ith user an also be expressed in terms of the total ow of the user:
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Noti e that the ex ess utility fun tion is de ned only in the region where i > i;min and utility for the remaining
part is de ned by the onvex fun tion f (i ). In the next se tion we will revisit this point and show that a Nash
equilibrium annot o ur in the region xi  0 for any i, even if xi  0 is allowed.
A drawba k of the realisti utility fun tion above is that it leads to nonlinear rea tion fun tions for the users,
whi h makes analyti al analysis very diÆ ult and limited, if not impossible, even though an existen e and uniqueness
result (on Nash equilibria) ould be obtained, as we will do in next se tion. In order to make the analysis tra table,

however, for expli it results, we will use linear utility fun tions for the users, whi h leads to a set of linear equations
as rea tion fun tions. A ordingly, we will take as the utility fun tion of user i:
Uie (xi ) = ai xi + di
(2.7)
where ai is a positive onstant not ex eeding 1. One possible interpretation for the linear utility is that it onstitutes
a linear approximation to the a tual utility fun tion at any point i . In this ase, the system is analyzed lo ally in
the vi inity of the hosen point i = xi + i;min . The parameter ai , is the slope of the utility fun tion at that point:
Uie (xi )
) ai  1 ; 8i
(2.8)
ai 
xi

Another interpretation for the linear utility would be from a worst ase perspe tive. The onstant ai an be
hosen so as to provide an upperbound for marginal utility at any given point  :
Uie
1 ) ai = 1 ; 8i
ai = max
() ai = max
(2.9)
x xi
x 1 + xi
The upperbound value is based again on the assumption that xi  0 for all i. The parameter di is the same as in
equation (2.4) and sin e it is a onstant it an be ignored in the subsequent optimization step. It will be shown later
that, given the ow rates of all other users, x i , the optimal ow rate of the ith user under linear utility with ai = 1
is always higher than the one under logarithmi utility. Noti e that the same linear utility ost stru ture is arrived
at in both lo al and worst ase analyses, with ai hosen as des ribed above. Combining the worst ase and lo al
analyses in a single step simpli es the problem at hand signi antly.
i

i

3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF NASH EQUILIBRIUM
3.1. Uniqueness under Logarithmi

Utility Fun tion

The optimization problem of a single user, de ned as the minimization of the ost fun tion (2.5), is solved under
the following onstraints: xi > 0 ; xi < m x i ; 8i. The rst onstraint is di tated by the fa t that the ith user
has requested a ow rate of at least i;min . The se ond onstraint is a physi al apa ity onstraint, whi h implies
that the aggregate sum of all ows in a node annot ex eed its total apa ity.
Di erentiating the ost fun tion (2.5) of the ith user with respe t to xi everywhere ex ept at xi = 0, we obtain:
8
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[m (xi + x i )℄
xi
Noti e that fx is nonnegative by the de nition of f (i ). Hen e, (3.1) attains negative values in the interval
xi < 0, for ea h i. Moreover, the ost at xi = 0 is always higher than the ost in the region xi > 0, sin e the fun tion
f (i ) is bounded above by the onstant di > 0. In other words, a user an de rease the ost by in reasing the ow.
At a Nash equilibrium, a single user annot improve his situation by unilaterally hanging his own strategy, or ow
rate in this ase, given the ow rates of other users. Thus, the optimal point xi has to be stri tly positive.
For the se ond onstraint, it an be observed that the ost fun tion (2.5) of the ith user be omes positive
unbounded as xi approa hes m x i . Again, the user an de rease its ost unilaterally by de reasing his ow rate,
and hen e the boundary point xi = m x i annot be an optimal point. The on lusion, therefore, is that every
Nash equilibrium has to be an inner solution.
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Theorem 3.1.

There exists a unique Nash equilibrium in the network game with logarithmi utility fun tions.

3.2. Uniqueness under Linear Utility Fun tion

Here, we show the existen e of a unique Nash equilibrium for the ost fun tion with linear utility. Furthermore,
exploiting the linearity of rea tion fun tions, we al ulate the equilibrium point expli itly. The analysis in this
se tion applies not only to the worst ase analysis, but also to the lo al analysis, where the logarithmi utility
fun tion is approximated by a linear fun tion.
Again, ea h user minimizes his ost fun tion (2.5), subje t to the positivity and apa ity onstraints. First
J x
th
assuming an inner
q ksolution, we have for the i user: x = 0 , whi h an be solved for xi , to lead to: xi =
(m x i )[1  k a ℄ : The solution with the + sign is eliminated in view of the onstraint m x i  xi ; hen e
the only feasible solution is the one with the - sign:
i( )
i

i

i+ i

= (m
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r

(3.2)
+ ai ℄  mqi qi x i ;
where the last expression de nes qi . To omplete the derivation, we now he k the boundary solutions. For the
boundary point xi = 0, we observe from Jx x = 0 that Jx x = ai, whi h means the user an de rease his
ost by in reasing xi . Hen e, this annot be an optimal point. For the other boundary point xi = m x i , we
observe that at that point the ost goes to in nity. As a result, the inner solution is the unique optimal point for
the onstrained optimization problem of the ith user, for ea h xed x i < m. We observe from (3.2) that the unique
optimal ow for the ith user is a linear fun tion of the aggregate ow of all other users. This set of M equations
an now be solved for xi ; i = 1; : : : ; M . To ease the notation, let x := xi + x i. Then, (3.2)Pan
be rewritten
M q
q
q
as xi = mqi qi (x xi ) ) xi = q m q x . Sum both sides from 1 to M , and let  := i q . Then,
x
 = m x ) x =  m . Note that  is well de ned and positive, sin e 0 < qi < 1 ; 8i. Hen e x < m, thus
satisfying the underlying onstraint. Finally, substituting x above into the expression for xi (in terms of x), yields
the following unique solution to (3.2):
1 qi
(3.3)
x
i = 1 +  1 q m ; i = 1; : : : ; M
i
Note that (3.3) is feasible sin e it is stri tly positive, and PMi xi < m. We summarize this result in the following
theorem, whose proof follows from the foregoing derivation:
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Theorem 3.2. There exists a unique Nash equilibrium in the network game with users having linear utility fun tions,
and it is given by (3.3).

We on lude the se tion with a result that justi es the worst ase analysis based on linear utility fun tions.
P
Given the total ow rates of all users ex ept the ith one, x i = j 6 i xj , the optimal ow rate

Proposition 3.3.

=

opt
of the ith user, xopt
i;nonlin , having a logarithmi utility and the ost fun tion (2.5) is less than the rate xi;lin when the
same user has the linear utility (2.7) ost fun tion with ai = 1.

The intuitive explanation of this result lies in the high marginal demand of worst ase utility, a = 1. The marginal
demand of a user with linear utility is higher than the one with logarithmi utility. The proposition above is based
on this di eren e in demand.
4. UPDATE ALGORITHMS AND STABILITY

In a distributed environment, ea h user a ts independently and onvergen e to this point does not o ur instantenously. There exist various iterative update s hemes with di erent onvergen e and stability properties. We onsider
here three asyn hronous update s hemes relevant to the proposed model: PUA, parallel update algorithm, whi h is
also known as Ja obi algorithm; RUA, random update algorithm, and GUA, gradient update algorithm, also known
as Ja obi overrelaxation. For the spe i model at hand, individual users do not need to know the spe i ow rate
of other users, ex ept their sum. This feature is of great importan e for possible appli ations as it simpli es the
information ow within the system substantially.
5
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4.1. Parallel Update Algorithm

In PUA, the users optimize their ow rates at ea h iteration, in dis rete time intervals : : : n 1; n; n + 1 : : : . If the
time intervals are hosen to be longer than twi e the maximum delay in the transmission of ow information, it is
possible to model the system as an ideal, delay-free one. In a system with delays, there are subsets of users, updating
their ows given the delayed information on the ow.
For the nonlinear ost fun tion (2.5), the players use either nonlinear programming methods to minimize their ost
at ea h iteration or dire tly the rea tion fun tion. The analyti al solution to the optimization problem of the ith user
turns out to be the root of the 3rd order equation: ki xi +(2ki(m x i )+k 1)xi +(2(k +1)(m x i ))xi +[m xi ℄ = 0.
Only one root of this equation, denoted x~i , is feasible: 0 < x~i < m. The losed-form solution for this root is at the
same time the rea tion fun tion, whi h is highly nonlinear in ontrast to the linear rea tion fun tion given by (3.2).
As the root of this 3rd order equation
involves na ompli
ated expression, we write the nonlinear rea tion fun tion of
n
n
th
the i user only symboli ally as xi = f (xi ; x i ; ki ) .
Stability and onvergen e of the system is as important as the existen e of a unique equilibrium. In an unstable
system, the ow rates may os illate inde nitely if there is a deviation from equilibrium. Or, if the system does
not have the global onvergen e property, there exists the possibility of not rea hing the equilibrium at all through
iteration starting at an arbitrary feasible point. We now study the onvergen e of PUA. For the linear ase, the
update fun tion for the ith user is (from (3.2)):
n
(4.1)
= mqi qi x ni 8i; n ;
xi
where qi was de ned in (3.2). Let 4xi = xi xi , where xi is the ow rate of the ith user at Nash equilibrium and
4xin is the di eren e between the user's ow rate at the nth instant and its nal equilibrium ow. Then we have
(4.2)
4xin = qi 4x ni ; 8i
3

( )

( +1)

2

2

( )

( )

( +1)

( )

( )

( +1)

Let kxk = maxi jxi j , and note that, from (4.2): kx n k  (M 1) maxi jqi j kx n k . Clearly, we have a
ontra tion mapping in (4.2) if (M 1) maxi jqi j < 1. Thus, the following suÆ ient ondition ensures the stability
of the system with linear utility under the PUA algorithm: jqi j  M ; i = 1; : : : ; M . One trivial way of meeting
this ondition is to set qi = M ; i = 1; : : : ; M . 2From (3.2) the bound on qi translates into the following stability
onstraint on the pri ing parameters, ki  MM ai : Noti e that these apply not only to the analysis in the linearutility ase, but also to the lo al analysis of the nonlinear-utility ost fun tion (2.5). Thus, the system is lo ally
stable and onvergent under PUA if the ondition above is satis ed. The next result says that the lo al stability and
onvergen e property holds not only lo ally, but also globally.
( +1)

( )

1

1

(
2

1)
1

The system is globally onvergent and stable under PUA, for both the linear and logarithmi utility
ost fun tions, under the given bound on ki .

Theorem 4.1.

4.2. Random Update Algorithm

Random update s heme is a sto hasti modi ation of PUA. The users optimize their ow rates in dis rete time
intervals and in nitely often, with a prede ned probability 0 < pi < 1. Thus, at ea h iteration a random set
of E fp  M g users among the M update their ow rates. Again, the users are myopi and make instantaneous
optimizations. In the limiting ase, pi = 1, RUA is the same as PUA. The non-ideal system with delay is also similar
to PUA. The users make de isions based on delayed information at the updates, if the round trip delay is longer
than the dis rete time interval.
For the linear-utility ase with linear rea tion fun tion (3.2), the update s heme may be formulated for the ith
user as given by (4.1) with probability (w.p.) pi, and xin = xin w.p. (1 pi ). Subtra ting xi from both sides:
( +1)

(

( )

probability pi
= 4qxi4n x i ;; with
with
probability 1 pi
i
Taking the absolute value of both sides, and then taking expe tations, lead to
n
E j4xi
j  pi qi PMj E j4xin j + (1 pi (1 + qi ))E j4xin j

4xi

(n+1)

(n)

( )

( )

( +1)

=1

( )

(4.3)
(4.4)

Choosing pi 
users:

1
1+qi

, this an further be bounded by E j4xin j  pi  qi PMj E j4xjn j , and summing over all
( )

( +1)

=1

M
X

E

i=1

j4xin j  (
( +1)

M
X
i=1

 )

pi qi

M
X

E

i=1

(4.5)

j4xin j
( )

If PMi piqi < 1,  n := PMi E j4xin j is a de reasing positive sequen e, and hen e onverges to zero. This
implies onvergen e of ea h individual term in the summation to onverge to zero, whi h in turn says that xin !
xi ; i = 1; : : : ; M , with probability 1. Noti e that the suÆ ient ondition for the stability of PUA also guarantees
the stability of RUA for the linear utility ase.
The question now omes up as to the hoi e of pi that would lead to fastest onvergen e in (4.5), whi h we will
all the optimal update probability. Maheswaran and Basar show that in a quadrati system without delay, one
an nd a bound for optimal update probability popt  , as number of users goes to in nity. Repeating the same
analysis for this model and linear ost fun tion leads to an exa t update probability popt = , whi h is optimal
when the number of users is large. The stability and onvergen e results obtained also apply to the lo al analysis
of the nonlinear utility fun tion as in PUA. Hen e the nonlinear utility ase is lo ally stable under RUA. Moreover,
Theorem 4.1 holds also for RUA, indi ating the global stability of the algorithm.
( )

( )

=1

=1

( )

7

2
3

2
3

4.3. Gradient Update Algorithm

Gradient update algorithm an be des ribed as a relaxation of PUA. For this s heme, we de ne a relaxation parameter
si ; 0 < si < 1 for ith user, whi h determines the stepsize the user takes towards the equilibrium solution at ea h
iteration. For the linear utility ase, the algorithm is de ned as:
n
(4.6)
= xin + si  [(mqi x ni qi) xin ℄ 8i; n
xi
( +1)

( )

( )

( )

Di erent from both PUA and RUA, the users are not myopi in this s heme. Although they seem to hoose
suboptimal ow rates at ea h iteration instead of exa t optimal solutions, they bene t from this strategy by rea hing
the equilibrium faster. GUA, despite its deterministi nature like PUA, is very similar to RUA in analysis. When
ompared with PUA, as we observe in simulations, GUA onverges faster to Nash equilibrium than PUA in highly
loaded delay-free systems, where there is a high demand for s ar e resour es and users a t simultanously. An intuitive
explanation an be made using the fa t that equilibrium point is quite dynami in loaded systems during iterations.
In PUA, users update their ows as if it is stati , while in GUA, users behave more autiously and do not rush
to the temporary equilibrium point at ea h iteration. So, the wide u tuations in ow rates are prevented, whi h
an be observed in PUA. One an interpret the relaxation parameter si also as a measure of this aution. Another
advantage of GUA, its relative immunity to delays in the system, an also be explained with the same reasoning.
A similar but deterministi version of the onvergen e analysis of RUA for the linear utility fun tion yields
the same onvergen
e result as in RUA, ex ept that pi is repla ed with si. Choosing si  q , and imposing
PM
the ondition i siqi < 1, the ow rates of the users onverge to the unique equilibrium as in other s hemes.
Using (4.6), we obtain: As n ! 1 x = x ) x = mq x q ; 8i. The given bound on qi also guarantees
the stability of GUA for the linear utility ase. Moreover, sin e the GUA is a modi ation of PUA, it an be shown
that Theorem 4.1 holds for the GUA as well. Thus, the stability results of the RUA are dire tly appli able to GUA
for both the linear and nonlinear rea tion fun tions.
Next, we investigate the possibility of nding an optimal relaxation parameter, s, for the linear utility ase, in the
sense that it leads to fastest onvergen e to the equilibrium. In order to simplify the analysis we assume symmetri
users, resulting in qi = q = M , and si = s ; 8i. For the spe ial ase of symmetri initial onditions, we obtain
from (4.6): 4xin = [1 s(1 + (M 1)q)℄4xin . The value of s, leading to fastest onvergen e in this ase is
1
sopt =
s
= 0:5 ;
(4.7)
!1 opt
1 + (M 1)=M ) Mlim
whi h leads to one-step onvergen e. For the general ase, however, it is not possible to nd a unique optimal value
of s, as di erent starting points for users whi h result in di erent 4xi at ea h iteration, a e t the optimal value
1
1+ i

=1

(n+1)
i

(n)
i

1

( +1)

( )

i

i

i i

of s. Using simulations, we on lude that optimal value of s for a delay-free linear system should be in the range
0:5 < sopt < 1. The analysis for the linear utility ase applies to the nonlinear utility ase lo ally, giving the same
lo al stability and onvergen e results. One an show that in addition to the lo al results, global onvergen e and
stability of PUA also apply to GUA. Therefore, GUA onverges globally to the unique equilibrium in the nonlinear
utility ase. As it will be shown in numeri al examples, GUA be omes advantageous only under heavy load, and
loses its fast onvergen e property in lightly loaded systems.
5. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF UPDATE SCHEMES

Ea h update s heme analyzed in the previous se tion is simulated using MATLAB. The proposed model is tested
through extensive simulations for both nonlinear and linear rea tion fun tions. The latter an be onsidered as either
worst ase analysis or lo al approximation to the nonlinear utility ost. The system is simulated rst without delay
under all three update s hemes: PUA, RUA and GUA. Next, in the se ond group of simulations, uniformly distributed
delays are added to the system for a more realisti analysis. The onvergen e rate is measured as the number of
iterations required to rea h the unique Nash equilibrium. As a simpli ation, we assumed symmetri users in most
ases, where ost parameters like, a; k; q, update probability, p, for RUA, and relaxation parameter, s, for GUA are
not user spe i . Starting ondition for simulations is the origin, i.e. zero initial ow, unless
otherwise
stated.
The
P
n
n
M
xi j  M  .
following riterion is used as the stopping riterion, where M is the total number of users. i jxi
The stopping distan e is hosen suÆ iently small,  = 10 , for a ura y in all simulations.
( +1)

( )

=1

5

5.1. Simulations for Delay-free Case
Iterations to Equilibrium
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Figure 1. Flow rates vs. iterations to equilibrium in ase of symmetri users and PUA (a). Convergen e rate of
PUA for di erent values of k (b).
The onvergen e of the update algorithms for di erent numbers of users, as a ru ial parameter, is investigated
throughout the analysis. We rst implemented, however, the basi PUA algorithm with M = 20 users with linear
rea tion fun tions and a = 1 indi ating a high demand for bandwidth. k = 10 is hosen to ensure stability. From
Figure 1 (a), we observe the undesirable, wide os illations in ow rates of users, whi h is a disadvantage of PUA
under a heavily loaded delay-free system. In this ase, although the number of users is small, the low value of pri ing
parameter k loads the system. Absen e of delay in the system also ontributes to the instantaneous load, as the
users a t simultaneously. The instantaneous demand a e ts the onvergen e rate signi antly in delay-free systems,
espe ially under PUA.
Another important parameter in the system is the pri e, k. The impa t of the pri e on the system is investigated
in the next simulation. Figure 1 (b) shows the e e t of varying the pri ing parameter k under PUA. Again, there are
M = 20 users. It an be observed that as the pri e in reases, the onvergen e rate drops. An intuitive explanation
for this phenomenon is based on the e e t of pri e on the demand of users. An in rease in pri e results in a de rease
in demand and system load, leading to faster onvergen e. Even though the simulation here is for a delay-free
linear-utility system, varying the pri e leads to similar results under all update s hemes for both linear and nonlinear
rea tion fun tions. Theoreti al al ulations based on linear utility, in the previous se tion, show that the minimum

value of k satisfying the stability riterion is 9:2 for this spe i ase. The bound on ki is only a suÆ ient ondition
for stability, whi h is veri ed in this simulation by observing the onvergen e of system for k = 9. The large number
of iterations required, on the other hand, indi ates the tightness of the bound.
Next set of simulations investigate the two basi parameters of RUA: M , number of a tive users, and, p, the
update probability. The simulation results in Figure 2 (a) verify the theoreti al analysis in the previous se tion for
linear utility ost. It is observed that with the in reasing number of users the optimal update probability gets loser
to the value 2=3. For ompleteness, the same simulation is repeated for the logarithmi utility ost. Interestingly, we
obtained similar results, as shown in Figure 2 (b). Due to the stru ture of logarithmi utility fun tion, the demand
of users is less than in the linear utility ase, and hen e the system is not loaded as mu h as in the linear ase. For
the same number of users, we observe that the optimal update probability shifts to higher values. As a on lusion,
Figure2 (b) an be onsidered as a stret hed version of Figure 2 (a), due to the hange in load.
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Figure 2. Convergen e rate of RUA as M gets larger, for di erent update probabilities 0 < p < 1, and linear utility
(a). Convergen e rate of RUA for nonlinear utility (b).
Similar to RUA, a simulation based on the relaxation parameter s is done for linear ost under GUA. The
result on rms the theoreti al result (4.7) for symmetri initial onditions. Other initial onditions, however, lead
to di erent optimal values for s, in most ases between 0:6 and 0:8. The result an be interpreted as the variation in
the amount of instantaneous demand for bandwidth. In the symmetri initial ondition, all users a t the same way,
leading to higher simultaneous demand, where `being autious' or de reasing s is advantageous. For other initial
values, the instantaneous demand de reases, where in reasing s a e ts the onvergen e rate positively. We on lude
that GUA is only advantageous in situations with high instantaneous and total demand, whi h will further be veri ed
in delayed simulations.
Finally, we on lude the simulations without delay by a omparison of the onvergen e rate of all three algorithms
for di erent numbers of users. The results for the linear rea tion fun tion are displayed in Figure 3. We observe
learly that both GUA and RUA are superior to PUA. Another important and promising observation is that the
rates of onvergen e for GUA and PUA are almost independent of the number of users. The simulation is repeated
for nonlinear utility ost and for highly and less loaded systems. To hange the amount of load on the system, the
apa ity parameter m is varied this time, instead of pri e k. They a e t, as expe ted, the onvergen e rate in opposite
ways. Obviously, the smaller the apa ity, the heavier the load. Similar to the linear utility ase, GUA onverges
faster with in reasing number of users. It performs, however, poorer under light load. Same trend is also observed
for RUA. One interesting phenomenon is the high performan e of PUA under light load. It an be interpreted as a
result of the low instantaneous demand due to the variation of utility for di erent ow rates.
Update Probability

5.2. Simulations with Delay

Update Probability

In order to make the simulations more realisti , we next introdu e the delay fa tor into the system in following way:
users are divided into d equal groups, where ea h group has an in reasing number of units of delay. For example
in a four group system, rst group has no delay, the se ond has one unit delay, the third group two units of delay,
et . When the simulations are repeated with uniformly distributed delay as des ribed, the results obtained are quite
di erent from the previous ones. PUA, for example, performs better than in the linear utility ase without delay.
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Comparison of Convergen e rates of PUA, RUA and GUA for in reasing number of users, linear utility,
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Figure 3.

It is possibly aused by the de rease of instantaneous demand, due to the delay fa tor. This result strengthens the
argument about PUA in the previous se tion.
In RUA, however, the optimal update probability disappears in ontrast to the delay-free ase Again, the underlying ause is the e e t of delay fa tor on instantaneous demand. Another important result is the similarity of the
results for linear and nonlinear ases in this simulation. Regarding PUA, we an on lude that it performs better
when both instantaneous and total demand are low and system resour es are abundant. Su h onditions exist for
delayed systems with users having logarithmi utility. RUA, on the other hand, performs worse with de reasing
update probability in su h a ase.
Next, GUA is investigated under a delay in orporated system for an optimal relaxation parameter. Using the
results of several simulations, we on lude that the optimal value of s de reases in the linear utility ase, as the
delay fa tor in reases. Interestingly, this trend disappears for the nonlinear ase. Similar to RUA, GUA also loses
its advantage with nonlinear rea tion fun tions in a delayed system under normal load. Comparison of all three
algorithms in the delayed nonlinear system for high and low load an be seen in Figure 4 (a). In the graph below,
pri es are halved, while the apa ity is tripled with respe t to the one above. As expe ted PUA performs better than
RUA for any load. Under light load, PUA is superior to GUA, with the aid of delay fa tor and low instantaneous
delay due to logarithmi utility of users. As the load in the system in reases, GUA performs omparable to PUA,
verifying the observation in Figure 4 (a).
In the nal set of simulations, we investigate the robustness of the algorithms under disturban es. The disturban e
is added to the system by varying the number of users at ea h iteration by about %10 of the total number of users.
The arrival and departure of users are modeled as Poisson random pro esses, and hen e the number of users in the
system onstitute a Markov hain. The Figure 4 (b) shows the stability results under di erent update s hemes in
terms of the per entage distan e to the ideal equilibrium for an example time window. The lower right graph is the
result of the simulation with nonlinear rea tion fun tion under PUA. We observe that the average distan es to the
equilibrium vary between %0.5 and %1.5, whi h indi ate that the system is very robust under all s hemes and osts.
6. CONCLUSION

We have introdu ed a mathemati al model whi h an be used as a basis for implementation of real time traÆ on
the Internet. The ombination of admission ontrol and end-to-end distributed ow ontrol results in a very exible
framework, whi h aptures all traÆ types from low to medium elasti ity. Market based approa h enables the model
to address two major issues, pri ing and resour e allo ation, simultaneously.
A unique Nash equilibrium is obtained, and onvergen e properties of relevant asyn hronous update s hemes are
investigated both theoreti ally and numeri ally. Conditions for the stability of the equilibrium point under three
update algorithms are obtained and analyzed in the ases of linear and nonlinear rea tion fun tions. The simulation
results suggest the use of GUA or RUA in heavy loaded systems with less delay and high demand for bandwidth.
In delayed systems, however, PUA performed better than the other two. The linear analysis not only provided a
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Figure 4. (a) Comparison of Convergen e rates of PUA, RUA and GUA for in reasing number of users, nonlinear
ost. (b) Robustness Analysis for PUA in ase of the nonlinear utility. Per entage distan e and number of users vs.
time.
lo al approximation to the nonlinear ost, but also established onvergen e and stability results, helping to solve the
general nonlinear ases.
One of the advantages of this model is its exibility, whi h at the same time opens up many dire tions for future
resear h. There are also many open questions requiring further investigation, su h as the following: (i) The model is
analyzed here for a sample bottlene k node. Possible implementations for a general network topology and routing
problem are open points. (ii) The e e t of varying the virtual apa ity C and the initial admission s heme are possible
points of investigation. In terms of pri ing, the relation between xed and variable pri es should be investigated.
(iii) Although the model is designed to share network resour es with a best e ort type distributed, elasti network
like the Internet, we have not addressed possible issues regarding the intera tion of di erent proto ols in the same
network. Su h an intera tion may be a ri h sour e for further resear h. Priority queueing, for example, might be
investigated, as a means of ombining the proto ols at the router level.
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